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Adjectival paraphrase group  is a special kind of  paraphrase in “Modern  
Chinese  Dictionary”,and most of them is indirect  paraphrase. Overall and 
systematic study is helpful to learn of the advantages and shortcomings  of the 
paraphrase of the “Modern Chinese Dictionary”,which can propel the developing and 
perfecting of dictionary anthologizing. At present ,many savants have a lot of study 
about the paraphrase of “Modern Chinese Dictionary” and get abundant outcomes, but 
lacking of overall and systematic study. The thesis will make a multiphase and 
in-depth study on adjectival paraphrase group in “Modern  Chinese  Dictionary”,in 
the qualitative and quantitative  way on the basis of other study outcomes and the 
paraphrase practice of “Modern Chinese Dictionary”.  
The whole thesis is composed of the following chapters: 
The first chapter will introduce the study gotten on the mode of paraphrase, study 
object, source of material, etc. 
The second chapter will make a statistic analysis on the grammar and phoneme 
of the words of the adjectival paraphrase group in “Modern  Chinese  Dictionary” 
in the qualitative and quantitative way and approach the impacts of external features 
on inner features of language ,which will make a basis for paraphrase study in the 
third chapter. 
The third chapter will make a analysis on the overall characteristics of the 
adjectival paraphrase group in “Modern  Chinese  Dictionary” at first . And then it 
will list structure representation of a few special types in the way of semantic element 
analyzing. At last it will approach most of the paraphrase of adjectival paraphrase 
group in the way of lexical constitutional analysis and analyze the inner relations 
between morpheme sense and word sense. 
The fourth chapter will put emphasis on the relations between word sense and 
psychology from the angle of cognitive semantics、 categorical mechanism、
psychological dictionary theory and interpretive imagery scheme, in order to pursue 
psychological mechanism of adjectival paraphrase group interpreting in “Modern  
Chinese  Dictionary”and the token and organization of word sense in our mind. 
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分类序号 释义类型 词条数 比例 
1 比喻义为唯一义项 653 26.2% 















3 比喻义依附本义后，作有新的解释 827 33.2% 
4 比喻义依附本义后，未作新的解释 49 2% 
5 比喻义依附本义后，出现在括注中 64 2.6% 
6 “◇”符号比喻义 402 16.2% 
总计  2488 100% 
 
4. 利用义素分析法对《现汉》释义模式进行的研究 
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